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What is Artificial Intelligence? How does it relate to the material and non-material world
around us? What is the role of AI in our “intelligent” future?
ASF2020 is coming to give answers to all these questions through a rich program of
speeches and fascinating activities for all!
In an ever-changing world, every attempt to describe the future seems pointless. However, one
thing is certain: our future will be smarter, more... intelligent! The Athens Science Festival
returns for the 7th consecutive year, from 1 to 5 April 2020, at Technopolis City of Athens and
invites us to welcome our “intelligent future”.
This great scientific event of Athens, which attracts thousands of guests, invites once again
people of all ages to a special meeting of science, art and technology, transforming an old gas
factory into a center of knowledge and... exploration!
The central theme of ASF2020 - along with other scientific subjects - is Artificial Intelligence or
ΑΙ. The subject, naturally, raises plenty of questions: What do we call Artificial Intelligence?
Where do we draw the line between imagination and truth about it? Are we, after all, hidden
behind every move, every point that appears, every facet and attitude or is it self-evolving
without our control? How much does it regulate or facilitate our everyday life as a new tool? To

what extent can the intelligence of machines substitute human activity? How does Artificial
Intelligence connect with other cognitive domains? Is it necessary to interact with ethics,
philosophy as well as humanitarian and social sciences? Or does our life tend to eventually turn
into a huge “database”? Through a rich and diverse program of activities, which extend over a
range of disciplines and are addressed to every age, the ASF2020 will attempt to give answers
to the above questions, to illuminate the new horizons which emerge by Artificial Intelligence
and to explore its involvement with paramount areas of our life.
Within the context of the ASF2020, we welcome anyone who eagerly wishes to comprehend
scientific knowledge through variable tools and learning methods. Our aim is that people of
all ages participate, experiment, wonder and speculate about the human of “tomorrow”.
Therefore, we are waiting for at Athens Science Festival to join us in the unique experience of
meeting the current scientific and technological progress and their never-ending
accomplishments.
“Our intelligent future” is here. Come and explore it at ASF 2020!
One more thing…
At the opening ceremony of the ASF, on Wednesday April 1st, we will witness a surprising
meeting of technology and music provided by «Jazz & AI interaction». Dimitri Vassilakis and
his collaborators will focus on the approach of jazz improvisation as storytelling, the connection
with language, poetry and prose, as well as its applications to artificial intelligence and natural
language processing systems. This internationally renowned, charismatic saxophonist, lecturer
and researcher of the Department of Music Studies of NKUA will present an inspired recital
which promises apart from entertaining, to demonstrate novel applications of artificial
intelligence in subject areas that we are not used to.
Presentation title: Jazz improvisation and Artificial Intelligence || Date & time: Wednesday April
1st, 21.30. T
 his event is included in the official program of Me and AI: Human Concerns,
Artificial Minds, organized by the Applied Philosophy Research Laboratory of the National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens and co-organised by the Laboratory of Music Acoustics and
Technology Department of Music Studies, NKUA and IRCAM.

Information
Dates: Wednesday April 1st until Sunday April 5th 2020
General admission: 5 euros
Find out more: www.athens-science-festival.gr
Stay up-to-date with all ASF2020 news by following us on social media: Facebook, Instagram

